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Thank you for inquiring about flute learning! 
 

Learning at Dhrupad Academy Gurukul: 
 

 We would like to inform you that we conduct the flute sessions under Dhrupad style of music 
through our Dhrupad Academy. The lessons are taught in a Gurukul way of teaching. 

 
 Flute playing is taught right from basic things like how to hold the flute, posture & breathing, 

fingering exercises, introduction to notes (Swars), Rhythm (Taals) etc. before starting actual 
Dhrupad music on flute.  After all basic teachings and a good practice by a student, the actual 
journey of Dhrupad music is started with thoroughly learning of one Raag on the flute for 
almost two years. 

 

 Taanpura recordings of different scales and other tasks recordings are provided to students 
for their regular practice purpose. 

 

 In Dhrupad Gurukul, there is no restriction of age, caste, gender etc. for learning the flute and 
music. 
 

➢ Below are the general details and information for online learning in Dhrupad Gurukul:  
  
1. Day and timing of sessions / batches: 

a. Each batch is held in a group of 5-7 students.  
b. The batch is held once in a week; the batch is of around one and half hours.  
c. Dhrupad Gurukul App is provided to Gurukul student wherein a student gets an access 

to all scales of Tanpura, Pakhwaj and Recordings of Raags to do the practice at home in 
the week. 

d. Please note that batches for a new student will be decided with mutual convenience, 
comfort and batch availability. 

 
2. Session Fees: 

a. Flute batch - INR 1300 per month  
b. For a new student, the fees to be paid at the completion of a first month and there after  

please note that fees payment cycle is on a two months’ advance basis to be made in the 
first week of  the starting month. 
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3. Flute requirements and buying: 
You will get a flute designed and made by Guru Sameer Inamdar. The flute is of utmost quality 
w.r.t. tuning and which will be most convenient for a student to hold it and learn a classical music 
on it. This will allow a smooth learning from tuning and other perspectives.  
 

a. Flute is E scale natural base flute. 
b. Flute's price is INR 5,000/- including a well-built Cover case useful in all weathers.  (See 

pictures on last page of flute and cover) 
c. Flute's amount needs to be paid in advance for us to make and provide the same to you. 

 
4. Online payment bank details: 
Bank Name - Andhra Bank,  
Account Name - SAMEER DATTATRAY INAMDAR,  
Account No. - 176810100037065,  
IFSC Code - ANDB0001768,  
Branch Name - SANGLI 

 
Google Pay or Paytm = Mobile number = 99221 46362. 

 
5. Address: 
Laxmi Nivas, Near Nagnath paar, Sadashiv peth, Pune – 411030 
 
https://goo.gl/maps/C7iTnNpr7LK2 
 
Landmarks: 
 
From Nagnath paar there is Ranade Hospital which is around 3 mnts walking distance. 
 
Opposite to Ranade hospital, there is one iron gate of a bungalow. The name plate on the 
bungalow is "Laxmi Nivas" or "Dr Anand Joshi" 
 
Please enter the bungalow and come straight to the end wall where there is one wooden 
staircase. On the first floor, there is Dhrupad Academy hall. 
 
If you still find any difficulty in finding the address, please call on the mobile number. 
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Apart from these general details, if you have any specific and relevant query, please do contact 
us and we will be happy to respond the same at the earliest. 
 
We do look forward to welcoming you as a student in our Dhrupad Academy. 
 
 
Dhrupad Academy 
 
Sameer Inamdar  
Founder of Dhrupad Academy 
+91 99221 46362 
 
Vidya Dhore 
Administrator  
+91 88305 82114 


